corresponding regions and Baidu with 63% of market share in China. This one of our conducted survey with its results made us think wider into this topic of language translation.
Introduction
Many people around the word use automatic natural language translators, such as Google Translate and its application, on a regular basis. Many of those noticed how sometimes inaccurate and disappointing the actual translation is. At the same time, the translation results significantly vary depending on the languages used. In our previous paper, devoted to the discovery of our new method of machine learning RN [1] , we focused on English-toRussian, English-to-Telugu, and English-to-Yoruba translation accuracy and closely worked with the people, fluently speaking both to validate our results. We achieved promising results from the initial investigation of this new RN method.
Subsequently, we conducted an online survey, asking people from different cultural backgrounds about their experience with the Google Translate. Results show that there is obviously a lower translation accuracy for languages, spoken in the countries having their major search engines other than Google and providing their own translation services to their users. Among those: Yandex with 62% of market share in Russia and the big influence in surrounding areas, Naver with 70% of market share in South Korea, Yahoo!Japan and Yahoo!Taiwan, widely used in previously, their incorrect translation might adversely hinder the smooth communication and understanding. RN translation correctness prediction will help to solve this problem. Figure 1 shows a typical screen the user sees on an RN-chatter, which looks very similar to conventional messagers such as those provided by Facebook. Because its usage is straightforward with familiar looks and feels, we expect users to start using it rapidly.
The uniqueness of our RN-chatter is the RN value and its multi-linguistic support. As it can be seen from Figure 1 , there is a value on the left of the blue phrase received by the user. Our application automatically translated the phrase from the sender language to the receiver language -which in this case is German as shown in blue. The value of 0.000 is the error rate of the translation correctness, which in this case means the phrase is expected to be 100% correctly translated for the user. Currently, the incorrectness of the translation is shown to the users, i.e. the larger number means a worse translation. We have two reasons why using incorrectness rather than correctness. One is to catch the attention of the users and the other is because the current Google translate is quite inaccurate. The main factor, affecting the result of the incorrectness prediction is the frequency of the words used in the sentence, as will be explained in details later.
The important differentiator of RN over other methods is the usage of actual value for prediction rather than classification into categories. For example, while classifiers can predict if a translation is correct or not, our prediction gives a numerical percentage value for the correctness prediction, e.g. a translation with a 78% of correctness or 22% of incorrectness. For now, we have not decided yet what would be the best way of representing this value to our application users (as it was not introduced in any type of user interface before us) and so the decimal value of translation incorrectness is currently shown to the users on the left of each sentence. In this case, a 78% of translation correctness is displayed as 0.220 for incorrectness to draw the attentions of the users.
Prediction is a key feature of machine learning. It mines existing data samples to discover patterns in the data and use these patterns to tell what future data might look like. Such data patterns are usually represented in mathematical models, but with RN this is not the case; our method is modeled to speed up the analysis while maintaining similar accuracy.
The main breakthroughs of our method and its accompanying RN-Chatter application include:
It does not need a complex mathematical model to fairly well predict the result based on large amounts of data, but rather use a simple procedure, as described in [1] and briefly later in this article. Subsequently, it provides good high performance, which makes it possible to support thousands of users simultaneously as our performance tests showed.
It is implemented in Java language, run on Apache Tomcat and uses our own sorting mechanism that we called a ShortSort to sort the etalon sentences, used for prediction by distance in 2D, 3D, and higher dimensionally modified spaces.
It does not classify the translation correctness as "good or bad", but gives an exact percentage of how trustworthy the translation is instead of categories of goodness.
We claim and have proved experimentally while running our tests, that in many cases our method is more accurate than similar approaches (such as for example, KNN), mostly in situations when the data is sparse and the samples are not necessarily clustered around the point of interest. RN takes into consideration all nearest neighbors within a certain radius for the calculation of the average, rather than K number of samples regardless of their distance to it. In this way, RN disposes unuseful farthest neighbors to prevent the prediction results from underserved biases.
Our mobile application performs well while connecting people, physically located in different parts of the world, crossing the search filtering and censoring barriers as its server are located in the US, have good speed and security features. All actions, performed by the application, take no longer than a second, even under possible delays caused by connecting to the search engine, data sorting, and calculation.
Under normal network connection with the absence of malware, the service response delay is negligible that it cannot be captured by the human eye. Figure 2 represents a screenshot of our performance analysis, done for the chatting page under a normal working load using the tool Firebug. As it can be seen from Figure 2 , neither process takes more than 37 milliseconds.
Related Work
As an innovative method, RN and its application to language translation correctness prediction are unique and do not have any related work that is already published, though some researchers such as reported by L. Jiang. Z. Cai, D. Wang, S. Jiang in [2] and T. Cover [3] were trying to mitigate similar problems for the purpose of data classification. There were also researchers working on the improvement of KNN, for example, P. Hart, who proposed the Condensed Nearest Neighbors Rule [4] to effectively reduce a training data set. The problem with such a method is the ability to manipulate training sets, which is lacking in most situations. Our application RNChatter uses only real data (its data bank was initially populated with expertly estimated etalon sentences, of which the total amount can be replenished any time, expanded using live chat sentences and phrases and their real-time translation. Such information is provided by search engines directly, as well as the number of search results "on the fly", which makes it almost impossible to preprocess the training data set using Hart's Rule; mostly if there are already too many etalon values for many various languages, their approach would not work well.
George Terrel and David Scott were working with KNN as a special case of a variable-bandwidth Kernel density "balloon" estimator [5] . We suppose that our method, RN, may potentially be applicable to such a similar study. In terms of the efficiency of RN and the processing power required by it, Y. Fang, Y. Gao and C.Stap [6] proposed a high-performance infrastructure usable to the RN server to handle a large number of simultaneous users.
One of the most recent studies, related to the topic, is being conducted in South Korea by Taeho Jo [7] . It has some similar ideas of modifying KNN into some sort of RN by emphasizing the Radius as we do, even though he is not planning to apply his research to the prediction of translation correctness in any way or any applications.
Analysis of the above and other related papers leads us to conclude that RN along with KNN can be applied in many applications of the field of intelligent data mining. Those applications include but not limited to stock exchange data, weather prediction services, insurance risks studies, and etc.
Methodology
Our investigation of new RN method included two stages. At the first stage, we implemented both RN and KNN methods in Java and compared them with respect to accuracy and stability by estimating prediction errors for both. In the second stage, we studied the factors that might impact the accuracy of RN so that we can fine tune it into its best performance. This stage completion allowed us to implement our idea in a RN-Chatter and test them in practice.
We use language translators as our object under study; however, the same idea is applicable to many other data samples. The prediction, in any case, is an actual numerical value in the range of 0% to 100%, not a simple category value of classifiers. As we expected and proved during our research: the closer the given data set are to a uniform distribution, the better our method RN performs in prediction.
RN vs. KNN Study
In the first stage of the research, our data included a Training Set of 100 sentences and a Testing set of 10 sentences in English (which translation correctness was already estimated by our bilingual experts but was not used till the errors of estimate were about to be calculated at the end of the procedure). These sentences were translated into three foreign languages Yoruba, Russian and Telugu by Google Translate and the accuracy of translation was evaluated by the native speakers of those languages, who fluently speak both: one of those and English.
We implemented both methods in order to calculate and compare their accuracy. The entire process is automated. Highlevel view procedure includes 6 main steps:
1) Obtain the list of input sentences to be used for translation correctness and create a template to hold each sentence's characteristics.
2) Calculate incorrectness of each sentence by dividing expertly estimated incorrect part of each sentence by its total length.
3) Calculate Euclidean distance from new sentence to each of the training set sentences and sort them by distance in ascending order using sentence length and frequency as X and Y. Add the third dimension of English sentence frequency if needed to compare two-and threedimensional results.
4) Estimate incorrectness of new sentence translation using both KNN and RN. The research in the initial stage gives us the results as shown in the following Figure 3 , including the three initial languages, Yoruba, Russian, and Telugu, using both 2 and 3-dimensional prediction.
As can be seen from Figure 3 , for Yoruba language, RN performs better than KNN, for Russian -we got mixed results; Telugu results are inconclusive as no neighbors were found in the particular radius. Summarizing the initial results, we can conclude that the RN method is promising and has a potential 
Tuning RN
In the second stage of the investigation, we studied the tuning of RN method to improve its prediction accuracy. We tried to answer questions such as what the best radius for the RN method would be to avoid encountering exceptions, what sample data size will provide us the best translation correctness, whether increasing, reducing the number of dimensions or modifying them will make a difference, and whether hybrid methods, such as a combination of KNN and RN will be a better choice in some cases. To answer these questions, we ran more experiments, collected more data and used different variations of RN method to analyze it.
In the initial study, we used the fixed value of radius for RNChatter, taking radius R = 1 and using KNN with K = 3 nearest neighbors. As even for our three languages, these values did not work the way we expected (there were no neighbors inside the radius of 1 found for Telugu while applying RN and therefore we were not able to analyze KNN results either -had nothing to compare with). This situation gave us an idea of using a hybrid of those while constructing our application: if RN fails to predict as it might happen with a new method, we can use the KNN and the user will still get a value of correctness, even not actually calculated by RN, that is usually better to provide something than nothing or crash with an error.
We also found out that both values of R and K might vary depending on the languages used as well as on the sample size, available in our data bank for a chosen language. While KNN needs fewer data to be collected for its stable performance as the neighbors can be found from far away reducing accuracy, more data needed to find neighbors for the radius of, for example, 1 for RN for any single testing set sentence. Therefore, we continued looking for an optimal solution.
Identifying the best radius
As easy to see, our method requires the very careful choice of the radius with the high level of data/language dependency as without using KNN as a "pillow" our application could give us wrong results or even, hypothetically, unexpected crashes in the case of not finding any neighbors around.
To study the optimum value of radius, we started with the radius of 0.5 incrementing it by 0.01 until it reached 1.5. The unit of the radius will be explained later as well as the counts of sentence length and usage frequency. Figure 4 shows the actual exception caught while analyzing Telugu translation accuracy by Google Translate. As can be seen, there are no results available for the radius R ≤ 1 as there were no neighbors found within R = 1.
As can be seen from Figure 4 , the first neighbor was found within the radius of 1.01, the second neighbor within 1.16 and the third one only for the radius of 1.20. Having this number of neighbors not always enough to get good results at least for our data set. This problem suggested us its own solution: collecting more data will resolve this problem, but app performance must be carefully monitored. Figure 5 shows some real (straight lines) and estimated (curves of the same color) data of using RN for the English-toRussian translation, provided by Google Translate for three testing set sentences with the radius from 0.5 to 1.5.
As can be seen from Figure 5 , the actual value for the sentence #97 (expertly estimated at the beginning and used for comparison) was 0.1 while depending on the taken radius its estimated value varies from 0.13 to 0.33 and as bigger radius were taken as actually less accuracy our prediction became. It proves that we are not looking for a bigger radius while analyzing the problem but rather for an optimal one.
The best prediction occurred on the radius interval 0.7 -0.9. The actual value or the sentence #98 was 0.22 but our prediction varies from 0.03 to the 0.18, getting closer to its actual value at the radius interval of 1.3 -1.4. In this case, another way around, the smaller radius did don't provide us good translation correctness. Prediction for the last sentence #99 was pretty far from the original 0.44. From our point of view, it was caused primarily by the nature of the sentence as it is not common from the semantics point of view. "Thank you for the purchase today", with "purchase today" being translated incorrectly, is rarely used by the Russian-speaking Google users as a written statement as e-commerce is not at the same level in the country as, for example, in the US, and the number of returned search results is not right for its translation. At the same time, all words of the sentence are simple and frequent for Google and such a sentence is supposed to be translated more accurately using RN.
Generally we foresee our chatter to be used by a Customer Service type of application in a real business environment and planning to store and provide our users with already collected and stored perfect translation databank without using external calls to the search engine Application Program Interfaces (APIs), which will help to better translate sentences like those and predict the results of such translation with better accuracy.
The idea of increasing the radius while increasing the number of dimensions attracted our attention initially, but the actual solution for it is yet to be discovered in our future work. Finding the "perfect formula" for radius/dimensions number dependency requires more experiments with many more factors involved while, at the same time, our method must stay as simple as possible due to the real-time speed requirement.
The above idea is represented in Figure 6 and left for a future study in our subsequent research projects.
In our opinion, the idea itself makes sense as introducing new dimensions makes data even more sparse, which gives our neighbors more freedom to be far away from each other in the 3D+ spaces. In this case, it also will not solve the RN exception problem as not having neighbors within the radius if 1 of 2D Euclidean space makes it impossible to find them in 3D or 4D without modifying the dimensions. Therefore when the dimension increases, the radius value should be decreased. Future research will answer the question of their ratio of changes to achieve an optimum accuracy.
In conclusion to the topic related to the choice of radius, the error of estimate for floating radiuses for all 10 testing set sentences is provided for the Russian-to-English case. As it can be seen from Figure 7 , the error is dropping down at the radius of 0.8 and then mostly stays low, which means that further increasing the radius will not give us a better accuracy. This observation implies that an optimum radius does exist for achieving the highest accuracy with the smallest radius.
While analyzing the data in Figure 7 , it seems that the error reaches a bottom of the error rate at the radius of 1.13-1.16. But its further increment at 1.30-1.34 is unclear and can be due to the issue of too small data size.
Identifying the best sampling size
We decided to increase our training data set that included only 100 samples originally. The example of KNN and RN errors of estimate while applying them to the data sets of the sizes 90, 100… 190 is represented below. As can be seen from Figure 8 , our method behaves more stable and represents a curve, smoothly approaching to 0.3, while KNN shows some jumping unexpected behavior as some of its neighbors might affect its accuracy from far away data measurement.
The question of whether the bigger sample size is better or if it has an optimum upper bound still needs further research, but as can be seen from the graph above, a bigger sample size provides more stability and better accuracy in case of RN comparing to KNN. The same result was achieved for other languages under analysis. We are looking for the possibilities to collect more data in our own data bank until we have a training set of millions of sentences provided by existing translation sites from different countries. For now, after testing stage of our application RNChatter, it has several thousand samples overall for all language pairs altogether, which is not enough to completely rely only on our own resources yet.
Studying impact of dimensions number and their modifications
The regular manipulations with Euclidean distance were not able to find the neighbors in the case of RN exception where there is no data in the radius. However, our approach of shrinking dimensions worked fairly well under the tests. We decided to study the impact of increasing and reducing the number of dimensions to the accuracy of RN prediction, and conducted more experiments.
(a) Increasing the number of dimensions
Taking widely known in the field of Artificial Intelligence approach of expanding the number of dimensions brought us farther from our goal of finding neighbors inside the chosen radius if there are none for the smaller dimensions number.
The number of factors we used in our initial study was only 2. We then increase it to 3 as shown in Figure 9 with an additional dimension of English sentence frequency. More other factors or their combinatorial can affect translation correctness as there are still some semantics rules and special cases that must be taken into consideration while dealing with foreign languages even with our simple approach. Some of those are currently under study.
The figure below represents both training and testing data sets. Those in green, blue and purple represent the main characteristics of our training set sentences, for which the translation correctness is already known, for the red ones we are about to calculate it using our new method of machine learning RN.
As can be seen from Figure 9 , the first of our main factors is the sentence length with the initial hypothesis of better translation results for the smaller sentences and worse for the longer ones, which by itself does not perform well as the straight dependency between this factor and actual correctness is not generally true in practice.
We divide our initial English sentences length by 10 for the purposes of simplicity and discretization. Making the sentence length, that may vary from several letters to potentially a hundred of them or more. An integer is also important for data comparison and a balance between our axes, as our frequency groups are also integers, and strictly from 1 to 6 for every language (we chose this policy based on our expertise). We do not want one of the factors to impact the result too much and try to make our data as uniform as possible. Figure 9 clearly shows at-a-glance that our initial data sets were not uniformly distributed and not every point in our 3D space potentially appearing among tests, will be able to find neighbors close enough to proceed with RN calculations.
Our second and, in some cases, the third parameter are the number of returned results while calling search engines APIs for either already translated and received by our side sentence or initial and translated both, what can be seen, for example, on Figure 9 . The initial hypothesis for these factors is that as bigger the number of returned search results as better the expected quality. Figure 10 represents such groups for the initial English sentences, which is the same for any kind of translation (either it is English-to-Russian, English-to-Telugu or English-to-Yoruba). Our third parameter is language-independent. The decision of choosing such groups expertly, depending on the data, brings a challenge of periodically revising them. For now this process is not automated yet and manually done using several known methods of statistical grouping with unequal group intervals.
We conducted experiments for both 2D and 3D for each of analyzed languages. Generally, the third factor did not impact the result much, reducing the errors of the estimate but not significantly different from what is shown in Figure 3 .
(b) Decreasing number of dimensions:
We studied the impact of merging dimensions and invented our own method of finding neighbors in case there were none. We recommend applying this approach to various data sets to validate its efficiency for other kinds of intelligent data mining applications. It works fairly well in our experiments and thus it is an approach worth trying for other data analytics. As can be seen from Figure 11 , we are mapping our data into the new dimension and our factors for calculating Euclidean distance, initially represented as X & Y, become X and Y/X instead. Our third dimension Z, represented in Graph 9 was taken out from this algorithm. However, there were many ways one can apply to modify the given dimensions. Such variation as X*X, X*Y, X*X*X or X/Y might work for particular cases. Our main problem is to find a neighbor inside of the circle if there are not out there and we found out that for our case axis X and Y/X work the best.
By applying the new approach to Telugu data, error-exception problem was finally resolved and neighbors were found even for the smallest considered radius of 0.5. The results of this approach are represented in Figure 12 -y1) ); //+ (z2-z1)*(z2-z1)); Figure 13 shows that nothing else but actually a division of Y by X is needed to update the code for the purpose of using our new RN approach. Everything else is already automated.
Google vs Yandex Study
During our research, we found out, that the accuracy of Google Translate was not very high for some of the languages we analyzed, mostly of the Russian language. It is understandable as most of the native speakers of Russian do not use Google as their main search engine, but Yandex instead, and, therefore, all amounts of data is also not completely reachable by Google crawlers and filtering is used.
As far as we know Yandex also currently uses intelligence dictionary databases, which are not accessible outside of the country. They represent themselves as big data banks of perfect translation from English to Russian and vice versa, which helps to improve Yandex quality significantly. Many famous Russian linguists cooperate with IT professionals for the only purpose of improving translation correctness performed by Yandex. Among those are Elena B. Kozerenko [8] . These and other factors affect English-To-Russian translation accuracy, what we were able to numerically prove by our tests.
At-a-Glance, the difference in the quality of English to Russian translation can be seen from Figure 14 . There is no need to show this picture details, its purpose just to show that there is much greener = "correct" for Yandex comparing to Google and redder = "incorrect" the other way around. As a result of this study, we decided to start with Yandex API and connect to it first while implementing our app. There is also one more reason for it -the Yandex services Yandex. Translate and Yandex.XML are free of charge for limited but suitable for us amount of data while Google, Bing, and other APIs took into consideration, have the very short trial period if any, they are not free. Their fees significantly grow as the data usage grow. Yandex provides up to 30000 calls per day free of charge.
The green exterior color on Figure 14 represents a completely accurate translation, red background -unacceptably wrong one; short red sentence chunks represent errors and inconsistencies, which are obvious to the native speaker.
After comparing the English-to-Russian translation of 200 sentences using Yandex and Google, and calculating the errors of estimate for both, we decided to use Yandex Search Engine for our app for Russian and similar Eastern European languages, supported by it. We are also working on accommodating Chinese search engine Baidu for resolving some encoding issues and providing the better translation for some languages supported by it.
Concluding this stage of our research, we can state that the main RN problem, for now, is its error-exception. Handling this problem is strictly related to the training set distribution and more careful choice of training set data will be needed for a future study. We found several solutions and applied them in practice. Among those are a hybrid of RN and KNN and the shrinkingdimension approach.
Application: RN-Chatter
With the implementation of the KNN and RN algorithms, we were able to predict the correctness of Google Translate using the new method of machine learning RN. To make this work useful, we created an application for mobile and other cross-platform users to chat in different natural languages and to be aware of the correctness of the chatting content translation for smooth conversations and improved communication.
For the purpose of demonstration of how the app works, we created a supporting website that provides more information about RN, its authors, and RN-Chatter features. Figure 15 presents a Demo Page of the site.
The application runs on a web server and thus is platform independent. Users can reach it as long as they have any supported web browser. The application is implemented in Java, deployed on Linux server and run on Apache Tomcat, as shown in Figure 15 . The data flow diagram is represented in Figure 16 as an architectural diagram.
RN-chatter can be considered as a mobile application, written at Kean University for the general public (universal use). The strongest part of the application -its support of many different natural languages including but not limited to English, Spanish, German, French, Greek, Polish, Russian, Italian and others. Users can register and login into the application and choose the person they want to talk to currently registered users. They do not need to know which language their counterpart speaks (in case they do not know) as all messages, both sent and received will be translated into the native languages for both sides of the conversation.
As it can be seen in the architectural diagram, we implemented the chatter in such a way that additional natural languages can be added and supported without much change to the entire infrastructure.
As well-known search engine translators currently do not guarantee a 100% correct translation from one to the other natural languages (the expected accuracy varies), we are using our method RN to predict translation accuracy and also display it to our users. This way they can not only communicate, but understand each other better as a smaller value of translation correctness will prompt them to ask for rephrasing and repeating the message to avoid potential misunderstanding. It will make conversations among people with different backgrounds and cultures much smoother with better understanding.
As can be seen from Figure 17 , users from different kinds of Smartphone were testing our application from the different part of the world without any difficulty. RN-Chatter is also accessible from tablets and any other similar smart devices. Since the main service is provided through the server, the end points are platform independent.
The architecture of our application software can be presented using three components as can be seen from Figure 18 . We tried to use principles of MVC as much as we can. The model is our database server as shown in the next figure. The controller is the entrance to our servlet Java program which displays the views based on the control analysis.
Besides the data models, the database is also used to log the conversations for improving future translations. The messenger saves all chatting history for the case of unexpected disconnections or future references and allows all previously sent and received messages to be available at any time.
The RN-chatter application website also allows an extra feature for large paragraphs of text translations, i.e., having RN algorithm predicting the quality of normal text translation results. The accuracy is being provided for each sentence in long paragraphs. This feature is not the main one for the RN-chatter, but it would be useful for text editors, a future application under our ongoing studies. The records inside the database to store information of each live chat are shown in Figure 19 of an SQL snapshot. Figure 19 shows that the chat data for every user and every language is stored in the same data bank, what became possible by resolving some Unicode decoding issues. Hypothetically if RN-Chatter becomes popular tomorrow, the database index implementation can become a bottleneck for successful live operation. Another possible problem can come from network connectivity including potential security risks.
Currently, our prototype is already beyond the firewall and therefore can become a victim of DDOS attacks or another unfriendly usage. The chat data is not yet encrypted that provides a better speed but less protection. Overall performances, including sessions and data pool by now, are under Tomcat configuration.
Hypothetically if RN-Chatter becomes very popular among users, the database calls, related to the search for etalon values for the chosen languages and sorting of the nearest sentences, will provide us a new line of research in the area of the algorithm improvement, concentrating mostly on its efficiency rather than only on accuracy. We are looking for ways to improve both efficiency and accuracy simultaneously.
If a lot of data on many languages becomes available, we may need to rethink our sessions and database-connection implementation, or create more indices in the database, such as a (sourceLanguage, targetLanguage) pair or potentially use a Cloud infrastructure to make the application more scalable.
In our opinion, RN-Chatter can be considered as a very unique and perspective product. It can also be quickly expanded, as it is implemented in Java -one of the most popular object-oriented languages with state-of-art multithreading, which can potentially accommodate millions of RN-Chatter users. When the number of users gets really large, over the limit of the thread number, we can use a grid of processors such as Graphic Processing Unit Table ( GPU) to automatically accommodate the increase of usage loads. Examples of this line of work are given in [9, 10] . We will use such technologies in our production environment of the RN-chatter server. Some of the Java classes can be seen in Figure 20 .
Currently RN-Chatter directly supports the following languages: English, German, Albanian, Armenian, Azeri, Belarusian, Bulgarian, Catalan, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Estonian, Finnish, French, Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Macedonian, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Spanish, Serbian, Slovak, Slovenian, Swedish, Turkish, and Ukrainian. The language choice menu is represented by the drop down list on the application. More generally -these are mostly European languages, but not of Asian ones, what resulted from some decoding difficulty, solving which will bring to the application many other languages such as Arabian, Bosnian, Chinese, Georgian, Hebrew, Icelandic, Indonesian, Japanese, Korean, Malay, Maltese, Thai, and Vietnamese, all of which are supported by Yandex Search and Translate.
As the number of supported languages grows, the performance of the application becomes crucial. As can be seen from Figure 22 there is a limited number of steps that make the whole procedure work and none of them can be skipped, for now, therefore, every action we perform must be implemented optimally making our application work efficiently.
Results And Conclusions
This paper presented an innovative RN method for modeless data prediction, an improvement over traditional machine learning KNN method. Our research so far identified the situations where RN is best at, in terms of prediction accuracy, for natural language translations. We have also attempted to fine tune RN parameters to reach its best performance in terms of accuracy and performance. The investigation of RN method and its application is ongoing with a list of additional research topics presented at the end of the previous sections.
As a new method of machine learning, RN is unique and significant, as it might provide better predictions than other known modeless methods and can be applied to the fields as broad as artificial intelligence, machine learning, intelligent data mining, big data, mobile applications [11] and cyber security [12] .
Besides the theoretical advancement, we applied the new RN method to the creation of an RN-chatter mobile application that supports instant communication among people of various natural languages. The design and implementation details of the application, as well as the accuracy of the language translations are presented in the paper.
We hope our work will contribute to the fields of artificial intelligence, machine learning and intelligent data mining, and to attract more researchers to participate in the research of this promising topic. sponsored by the college. We would also like to thank Council on Undergraduate Research (CUR) for selecting this work for 
